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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Georgian Electricity Market Model 2015 (“GEMM 2015”) and Electric Trading 
Mechanism (“ETM”) describe the principles, institutional changes, and roadmap to a 
competitive electricity framework within Georgia. One important element of the ETM 
is the transition to a balancing market. Balancing services are those activities that 
ensure that electricity supply equals consumption at all times. Electricity balancing 
must respond to forecasting errors, unplanned events, and the normal second by 
second fluctuations in electricity usage. 

Today, balancing services are provided through a centralized scheduling, dispatch 
and imbalance contracting process carried out by Georgian State Electrosystem 
(“GSE”) and the Electric System Operator (“ESCO”). There is recognition that a 
competitive day-ahead market and real time balancing market are desired outcomes 
for Georgia. There is also recognition that a staged progression from today’s 
balancing services approach to a competitive market is the best way to proceed. 
This is the preferred approach because it will reach the end point target while 
building experience levels, developing institutional framework and systems, 
identifying issues to be resolved in future stages, and not be disruptive to tariff levels 
or the security of the electric system. 

Significant work has been done to date to develop day-ahead planning techniques 
and the framework of the first stage of the transition, referred to as the “balancing 
mechanism”. The balancing mechanism is defined as “the activities which 
complement bilateral contracts and which consist of day ahead balancing and real-
time balancing”1. 

A Market Operator Working Group (“Working Group”) comprised of representatives 
of the MoE, ESCO, GSE, and USAID’s HPEP Project Hydro Power and Energy 
Planning Project (“HPEP”) representatives developed a set of Balancing and 
Settlement (“B&S”) Rules. HPEP’s report, “Assessment of USAID Balancing and 
Settlement Rules (“B&S Rules”) for the Electricity Market in Georgia” published in 
August 2013 includes the B&S Rules and contrasts them to previous versions. The 
B&S Rules are shown in Appendix 1 of this report. 

Additionally, HPEP developed a report “Proposed Approaches to Transition to Hourly 
Based Electricity Market in Georgia, Stage 1” published in December 2013 that gives 
in depth background on the day-ahead planning process and addresses many of 
balancing transition issues. 

While much work has been done, there are several key pricing and other issues that 
need to be resolved before the implementation can begin. This document builds on 
previous work and includes background on the various aspects of balancing, 
description of key issues, and recommendations for their resolution to be considered 
by the Market Operator Working Group. 

It is important to stress the fact that the balancing mechanism is a first step in the 
transition to a day-ahead and real time balancing market. It will accomplish some 
very important objectives in terms of: 

 Moving away from a centralized control dispatch and balancing process to 
one that involves market participants to a much greater degree; 

                                                 
1
 Source:  “Electricity Balancing and Settlement Rules” developed by the Market Operator Working Group.  
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 Making use of newly developed day ahead planning processes; 

 Transitioning to hourly settlement from monthly settlement; 

 Introducing a balancing process that includes price signals. 

At the same time though, the balancing mechanism does not provide the same 
economic efficiencies of a day-ahead market and real time balancing market. 
Further, these future markets will be needed for consistency with ENTSO-E 
practices. As a result, we believe that Georgian electric industry stakeholders and 
government representatives should view the balancing mechanism as a short term 
transition, moving as rapidly as practical to the next steps of a day-ahead market and 
a real time balancing market. 

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF BALANCING SERVICES 

Electricity balancing is the process of ensuring that physical electricity supply equals 
consumption at all times. Electricity balancing has a planning component that 
involves matching planned generation to forecast load on a monthly, weekly, and 
day-ahead basis. It also involves matching actual generation to actual load on a real 
time basis through the operational dispatch of generators and dispatchable load. 

For the purpose of this document, the term balancing services is used to define an 
energy product and operating reserve products. There are both day-ahead and real 
time components to balancing services.  

In the day-ahead time frame, the balancing process involves scheduling generation 
resources and imports in a manner that matches the next day load forecast and 
exports. 

In real time, balancing services include: 

 Additional energy provided, or reduction in energy provided, by a generator in 
response to instructions from the Transmission System Operator (“TSO”) in 
order to balance supply and consumption in real time. 

 Operating reserve products that include (i) primary reserves (automatic 
generator response to imbalance to maintain frequency), (ii) secondary 
reserves (on line reserve that responds to imbalance upon instruction by 
TSO), and (iii) contingency reserves (stand-by capacity that is used to return 
primary and secondary reserve to planned levels). 

 Demand response by customers such as interruptible load or use of internal 
generation that meet the response requirements of energy balancing or 
operating reserves would also be included in the description of balancing 
services. 

4.0 BALANCING TRANSITION 

This section will describe how balancing services are provided today, the challenges 
faced by a transition to a market-based approach, and the balancing mechanism 
approach. 
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4.1 CURRENT APPROACH TO BALANCING 

In today’s Georgian electricity environment, GSE and ESCO play the key roles in a 
centralized approach to electricity balancing. 

 The Ministry of Energy (“MoE”), using information provided by GSE, develops 
an annual and monthly energy balance projection for the country; 

 ESCO enters import and export energy contracts to accommodate the energy 
balance projection; 

 ESCO enters Guaranteed Capacity contracts with all operational thermal 
power generating units to provide operating reserves, particularly contingency 
reserves; 

 Generators and customers enter bilateral power sale/purchase agreements, 
typically on a monthly volume basis; 

 GSE establishes generation schedules over the course of the month, 
including post-month adjustments seeking to satisfy bilateral contract volume 
requirements; 

 GSE dispatches generating units for energy system balancing needs and 
operating reserve requirements; and  

 ESCO clears and settles imbalances between actual generation/load contract 
schedules and actual generation/load on a monthly basis. 

The reasons for desired changes to the current approach include: 

 A market approach is more economically efficient as it encourages investment 
and innovation in providing the most economic balancing resources available; 

 An hourly energy balancing settlement approach provides a better 
representation of the cost of balancing than a monthly approach.  A monthly 
settlement approach masks many of the important day-to-day and time-of-day 
variations in electricity balancing costs; 

 Competitive market principles are key considerations for compliance with EU 
energy requirements and harmonization with Turkish power market rules and 
procedures. 

4.2 BALANCING MARKET CHALLENGES 

There are numerous challenges involved in transitioning from a non-market based 
dispatch and monthly settlement approach to a market based approach. These 
include: 

 How to gradually transition to a market environment while maintaining system 
reliability and without risking significant rate increases; 

 How to build forecasting and day-ahead scheduling skills needed to adopt the 
processes, including personnel training and software development; 

 How to maintain ratepayer the benefits of low cost regulated hydropower 
plants in a market environment; 

 How to encourage a MPs to aim for a balanced position (i.e. bilateral supply 
equal to load forecast) for the next day and avoid an over- or under- priced 
balancing market as compared to bilateral contracts; 

 How to establish appropriate incentives and penalties to encourage MPs to 
meet their obligations in the balancing market; 
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 How to take into account very different seasonal balancing characteristics  of  
the electricity system of high Hydro Power Projects (“HPP”) generation and 
exports in the summer and reliance on thermal and imports in the winter; 

 How to handle the task of modifying existing bilateral contracts to reflect 
hourly volume commitments; 

 Development of rules and procedures; 

 Generator testing to validate ramp rates, response times; 

 IT development/software acquisition; 

 Regulation and monitoring requirements. 

4.3 BALANCING MECHANISM 

The end point for market development is envisioned to be competitive day-ahead, 
intraday, and real time balancing markets. A staged transition is preferred because it 
ultimately results in competitive markets, while progressing in a manner that will build 
experience levels, identify issues to be resolved in future stages, and not be 
disruptive to tariff levels or the security of the system. 

The first stage of the transition for Georgia is referred to as the balancing 
mechanism. The balancing mechanism incorporates month-ahead (“MA”) and day-
ahead (“DA”) planning processes, as well as calculation of hourly imbalances and 
balancing prices 

One of the very important differences between the balancing mechanism and a 
typical balancing market is the lack of a day-ahead market in Georgia. In Turkey, for 
example, there is an active day-ahead market. At the close of that market, 
participants have a balanced position going into the next day and the balancing 
market focuses on real time imbalances. That is not the case in Georgia. In Georgia, 
the balancing mechanism has to cover both the imbalances going into the operating 
day as well as imbalances during the day. 

An important step in the moving toward the balancing mechanism was the 
development of B&S Rules developed by the Market Rules Working Group (see 
Appendix 1). These rules are a topic of continued discussion and changes may be 
anticipated as the process moves forward. 

The B&S Rules address a number of topics, including responsibilities, scheduling, 
imbalance volume calculations, and metering. In the following section, we focus on 
volume related topics: 

 Generation and consumption schedules; 

 Calculation of hourly imbalances; 

 Calculation of contract and settlement volume; 

 Calculation of foreseen day-ahead imbalance volume; 

 Calculation of up regulation and down regulation volume. 

4.3.1 B&S RULES GENERATION AND CONSUMPTION SCHEDULES 

 Market participants send day-ahead generation schedules, consumption 
forecasts, export/import schedules and bilateral contract volumes to the 
Market Operator by 10:00 each day; 

 MO announces the day-ahead load forecast and possible congestion by 10:00 
each day; 
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 MO prepares the non-constrained generation/consumption schedule that 
balances generation schedules to the forecast hourly demand including 
contracts by 11:30 each day; 

 MPs check whether the market operator instructions are consistent, and may 
object regarding inconsistent instructions by 12:30 each day; 

 MO evaluates the objections and if necessary, re-determines the day ahead 
planning by 13:00 each day; 

 MO concludes the final day ahead planning schedule by 13:00 each day; 

 TSO determines the required primary, secondary, and contingency reserve by 
15:00 each day; 

 MO announces final hourly generation\consumption schedule based on TSO 
modifications by 15:30 each day. 

The B&S Rules state that “The confirmed by the Market Operator export-import 
schedules, generation schedules and consumption schedules, including system 
sales and purchases, shall present the basis for determination of the imbalances of 
the market participants.“ The balancing mechanism volume quantities are discussed 
below. 

4.3.2 BALANCING VOLUME CALCULATION  

It is useful to consider the different measures of imbalance that are important in the 
balancing mechanism. The following example illustrates the different measures: 

Assume: 

 Generator day-ahead schedule for a particular hour: 120 MW; 

 Bilateral contract sales volume: 70 MW; 

 Foreseen imbalance: 50 MW; 

 In real time, the TSO instructed the generator to reduce output by 10 MW to 
110 MW; 

 Actual generation was 115 MW resulting in a +5 MW deviation from the 
instructed level. 

Planned 
Supply 

A 

Actual 
Supply  

B 

Contract 
Volume 

C 

Foreseen 
Energy 

Imbalance 
D = A - C 

TSO 
Instructed 
Deviation 

E 

Uninstructed 
Deviation 

F= B – (A+E) 

TSO Instructed 
Energy Imbalance 

G = D + E 

Actual 
Energy 

Imbalance 
H = B - C 

120 115 70 50 -10 5 40 45 

TSO Instructed Energy Balancing: The TSO instructed the generator to provide 40 
MW to the system for balancing (50 MW foreseen energy imbalance - 10 MW 
instructed deviation). 

The generator should be paid for the 40 MW at the energy balancing price. We note 
that once a day-ahead market is in place, the 50 MW foreseen imbalance would 
instead be the day-ahead schedule and the real time imbalance would be -10 MW. 

TSO Instructed Deviation: The generator was instructed by the TSO during the day 
to produce 10 MW less than the day-ahead schedule. In a bid based balancing 
system, generators would provide a price and volume offer to increase or decrease 
generation in response to balancing needs. Generators would, in fact, be paid for 
TSO instructed deviations from Foreseen Energy Imbalance at the market price. 
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However, the balancing mechanism does not include bid-based supply. Therefore an 
administratively set price is needed. 

For the purpose of Market Operations working group discussion, we suggest that 
separate payments for TSO instructed deviations may not be needed for the 
balancing mechanism. While there are certainly potential costs to generators, the 
arguments can be made that: 

 Instructed positive deviations (i.e. increase balancing sale to 60 MW 
compared to day-ahead plan of 50 MW) would be paid as part of the TSO 
Instructed Energy Balancing volume at the balancing price; 

 Instructed negative deviations (i.e. decrease balancing sale to 40 MW as 
compared to day-ahead plan of 50 MW) may not result in significant cost to 
generators. In the case of storage HPPs, water will be saved for energy 
production at a later time (as long as it is not spilled), and for TPPs, fuel is not 
burned due to the lower instructed balancing sale; 

 Penalties for uninstructed deviation would be sufficient to incentivize the MP 
to follow TSO instructions. 

Working group discussions should seek input from generators especially in terms of 
potential costs associated with TSO instructed deviations and whether not having 
separate payments for these deviations is acceptable in the balancing mechanism 
transition phase. 

Uninstructed Deviation: In the example, the generator produced 5 MW more than the 
TSO instructed (115 MW – 110 MW). As a result, the TSO would have had to 
instruct some other energy balancing source to produce 5 MW less. There is a 
system cost to this deviation. At times the cost may be low, when HPP dispatch 
adjustments can be made without incurring additional costs, and at other times it 
may be high when more imports or TPP production was needed. 

The Single Electricity Market2 (“SEM”) report, “Proposed Values for Uninstructed 
Imbalances for the Year 2013”, provides the following description of its approach to 
uninstructed generation: 

“All dispatchable generation is required to follow instructions from the control 
centres within practical limits to ensure the safe and secure operation of the 
power system. Failure to do so will lead to increased constraint costs as the 
System Operators would be required to re-dispatch other generation at short 
notice to account for the mismatch in actual and instructed generation and 
could, at worst, lead to system blackout. Thus, economic signals to ensure 
that dispatchable generation follows instructions within acceptable practical 
limits are required. In SEM, the uninstructed imbalance mechanism, as set out 
in the Trading and Settlement Code, provides such signals. 

  

                                                 
2
 Single Electricity Market is the wholesale electricity market of Ireland and Northern Ireland. 
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The uninstructed imbalance mechanism should provide economic signals 
that: 

 are sufficient to ensure generators follow dispatch instructions  

 are cost related – where possible  

 are not unreasonably punitive  

 avoid perverse incentives” 

Uninstructed deviations are handled differently in various markets. There are two 
general approaches. The first is to calculate the difference in cost between what 
would have been if the generator had followed the dispatch instruction and the actual 
cost including the uninstructed generation. Turkey, for example, uses the first 
approach of cost difference. However, it is used more as imbalance information and 
generators have their penalties waived if they notify the TSO of the deviation within 
four hours. Other TSOs calculate the cost of the deviations and allocate the costs to 
generators contributing to the additional cost. 

The second approach is to establish an administratively set a percentage penalty 
and either percentage or MW deadbands. For example, there might be a deadband 
of +/- 2% range where there is no penalty for uninstructed generation. Above or 
below that the generator might be penalized by receiving only 75% of the balancing 
price for over generation and paying 125% of the balancing price for under 
generation. SEM, for example, recommended the use of 1 MW tolerance with a 
discount for over generation of 20% and a premium for under generation of 20%. 

In actual practice, the deadband percentages typically range from 1-3% and 
percentage penalties have a very wide range, in some cases very modest and in 
some cases as severe as no payment for over generation outside the deadband 
range. 

For the balancing mechanism, we propose a +/- deadband range of the greater of 2 
MW or 3%, and a discount for over generation of 20% of the balancing price and a 
premium for under generation of 20% of the balancing price. GNERC should monitor 
MP compliance with dispatch instructions. If it is found that there are frequent 
deviations that need to be addressed, the penalties can be increased upon review. 

4.3.3 BILATERAL CONTRACTS AND PARTIAL POOL 

Existing Contracts 

Today’s bilateral contracts between suppliers and consumers are typically based on 
monthly volume commitments and adjusted during and after the month to account for 
actual energy delivered. Imbalance settlement is done on a monthly basis, so 
imbalances are minimized over the course of the month without a focus on hourly 
differences. 

In an hourly settlement environment, it is envisioned that contracts will need to be 
modified to reflect hourly volumes. This will be a challenging process because of the 
transition to hourly scheduling and the number of contracts. It seems that the 
simplest approach would be to develop an hourly volume based on average monthly 
commitment, with such adjustments as the parties agree. 

An important issue tied to current contracting process is how to handle generation 
schedules from Enguri and Vardnili. Currently, volumes are allocated to their off-
takers, distribution companies and Abkhazia, after the end of the month. The 
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preferred approach would be for the distribution companies to know their next day 
volume allocations so they can acquire additional supply as needed through day-
ahead bilateral contracts to reduce imbalance exposure. 

This is a policy issue that should be addressed by the Working Group and MoE.  If 
Enguri and Vardnili were to provide day-ahead contractual volume commitments to 
the distribution companies, they would be subject to imbalance payments/revenue 
for under- or over-supply (as compared to their contracts).  Depending on the 
balancing price rules for regulated HPPs, this may cause regulated HPPs to 
schedule bilateral contract volumes conservatively to minimize the risk of paying for 
imbalance service. This would result in surplus energy from these HPPs for 
balancing services.  

Partial Pool Concept 

While the balancing mechanism represents an important step towards a competitive 
market, it is proposed that certain elements of the regulated environment be 
maintained as a means to allocate (i) the tariff benefits of Enguri and Vardnili, (ii) the 
system reliability costs of the TPPs. The partial pool concept is a way to do this. It 
treats the scheduling and bilateral contracting of the generators in the partial pool in 
a different manner than other generators. 

HPEP’s “Proposed Approaches to Transition to Hourly Based Electricity Market in 
Georgia, Stage 1” report describes the partial pool concept in detail. In it, the 
generators that are included the partial pool and the percentages of those generators 
that are included is flexible depending on season. 

On a MA and DA basis, the TSO would develop an hourly schedule for generators in 
the partial pool using generation optimization software. Some percentage of the 
hourly volume from these generators (say, for example, 80-90%) would be allocated 
as bilateral contractual supply to distribution licensees. The percentages can be 
adjusted from time to time depending on system needs. The difference would be that 
the calculation would be done on a day-ahead basis rather than after the end of the 
month. 

Partial pool supply, in addition to bilateral contracts with other generation sources, 
would represent the customer’s contracted supply volume for the hourly imbalance 
calculation. The remainder of the output from these generators would be available to 
supply balancing energy. 

Additional Day-Ahead Contracts 

Given the day-ahead planning concept, it would be desirable to give suppliers and 
consumers as much flexibility as practical to enter day-ahead contracts to minimize 
their projected day-ahead imbalances. One suggested topic for further Market 
Operator Working Group discussion is to provide an opportunity for MPs to enter 
new (or modify volumes in existing) bilateral contracts for the next day after 10:00. 
Adding a time gate for amending bilateral contract volumes after the final 
generation/consumption schedule is announced (for example until 17:00 each day) 
would enable MPs to enter the next day with a more balanced supply position and 
reduce their exposure to imbalance deviations. 
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It should be noted that changes in bilateral contracts will not change generation or 
consumption schedules; it will only change the portion of bilateral supply as 
compared to balancing supply. 

Hourly vs. Daily Imbalance Volume 

There has been discussion about whether the balancing mechanism volumes should 
initially be on an hourly or daily basis. The argument for daily balancing, as we 
understand it, is that there may be unusual balancing price distributions if hourly 
volumes are used. This is due to scheduling and dispatch practices and Abkhazia 
supply. 

We believe that hourly volumes should be used for balancing settlement rather than 
daily. One of the major drivers in GEMM 2015 and the ETM was to enable exports 
into the Turkish market. Turkey has a day-ahead market with hourly prices and a real 
time balancing market. It is important for Georgia to be compatible with the Turkish 
market to the extent practical. Further, to the extent that imports from Turkey can be 
used for balancing when Turkish export prices are lower cost than other balancing 
sources, then hourly imbalance pricing in Georgia is essential. The next stages of 
day-ahead and real time balancing markets will, by their nature, require hourly 
settlements and it seems that the transition to hourly settlements in the balancing 
mechanism is appropriate. 

4.3.4 BALANCING MECHANISM PRICING 

Objectives 

In a well developed and competitive electricity environment, energy supply would 
incorporate an active annual, monthly, weekly, and daily bilateral contracting 
environment to hedge price uncertainty and market volatility. There would be 
competitive day-ahead and intraday markets (including cross-border transactions) to 
hedge price uncertainty in the real time balancing market. There would be a 
competitive and liquid real time balancing market. 

In such an environment, market participants would have an incentive to hedge 
against the risk of high price volatility of real time balancing prices by entering 
bilateral contracts of varying terms. 

In the balancing mechanism phase, a day ahead market and a real time balancing 
market will not be present to provide the market price signals. In the absence of 
bidding in the balancing mechanism, development of a balancing price is required. 
Some of the objectives of the balancing mechanism pricing include the following: 

• Pricing should encourage market participants to minimize their exposure to 
balancing by entering more predictable priced bilateral contracts. However, 
pricing should not be so high as to cause generators to want to avoid bilateral 
contracts in favor of maximizing balancing sales; 

• Tariff customers should not see high rate increases due to changes in the 
balancing approach. Customers should continue to have the advantages of 
low cost energy from the regulated HPPs (Enguri and Vardnili) without 
distorting balancing price signals; 

• All balancing sources should be considered, including exports and imports, 
and system conditions should be considered; 
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• Balancing price should be reflective of the hourly cost to provide the proper 
signal for dispatching balancing resources as well as giving a price measure 
for potential investors in new power plants. 

Marginal Cost vs. Average Weighted Tariff (“AWT”) Pricing 

While bid-based pricing for balancing energy is preferred for the end point, and 
marginal cost pricing is preferred from an economic efficiency point of view in the 
interim, there are reasons to use an AWT pricing approach for the balancing 
mechanism. These include the following: 

 The regulated low cost status of Enguri and Vardnili (and to a lesser extent 
the five partially regulated HPPs) create significant policy issues to be 
determined if these plants receive marginal cost based balancing revenue. 
Ultimately, the MoE and other government policy makers will need to address 
how these HPPs fit into a competitive market environment. In the meantime, 
an AWT approach achieves some of the market benefits (particularly in the 
winter when imports and TPPs are balancing resources); 

 AWT pricing minimizes rate shocks that might be introduced by marginal cost 
pricing. 

Use of AWT pricing would be similar to the practice that ESCO now uses, except on 
an hourly rather than monthly basis. Historical monthly AWT values are shown 
below. In an hourly environment, it would be expected that prices would continue to 
be low in spring and vary in other months depending largely on hydropower 
production. 

AWT pricing is not the preferred signal for a balancing market, including the desire to 
encourage new generation. But if the balancing mechanism is, as proposed, a short 
term transitional stage, then this deficiency will be resolved with the introduction of 
competitive day-ahead and real time balancing markets. 

 Weighted Average Tariff of the Balancing Electricity to be Sold by ESCO,  2007-2014 

Period 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

January 6.3841842 8.9586593 7.4776906 8.4933015 9.2397417 9.2718309 9.9097900 11.2070787 

February 3.7774030 9.0544218 5.6061113 7.6895581 9.2098026 9.7153931 9.9814694 11.2964292 

March 6.0761266 6.5695617 6.6547892 5.9157509 8.2948832 9.9689641 9.3949609 11.1389695 

April 6.4129693 2.6071601 7.3520027 6.8498100 8.4293130 8.8582425 7.3488438 10.7753611 

May 4.3028817 3.3399728 2.8616380 1.2469266 2.4630807 3.9347031 2.1746099  1.1700000 

June 4.3646000 3.2473842 1.2761454 1.9615987 1.2096797 5.5382933 2.3844578   

July 2.2246350 2.4328364 1.6843159 1.6942037 2.5224023 3.1298345 6.2713143   

August 4.3203945 5.4627573 1.8111503 1.6165359 1.5763678 6.2041723 8.4279251   

September 7.0880928 7.4443510 8.8644481 4.2787176 8.2389586 8.8808572 8.0703734   

October 8.9582100 8.7283871 8.9042771 9.1368240 8.6508951 9.5760497 8.9075885   

November 9.0527028 9.1138766 8.3889357 7.1510748 9.5518901 9.2837991 10.0523957   

December 9.7056084 9.2944551 8.0400563 6.6767399 9.5023293 9.7503636 11.1519956   

Source: ESCO web site 

Regulated and Partially Regulated HPPs and Pricing 

It is important to consider the regulated and partially regulated HPPs when thinking 
about the pricing of balancing services. These HPPs are very significant due to their 
size, large storage reservoirs, and low regulated price. The regulated price for Enguri 
and Vardnili is 1.187 and 1.17 tetri, or about 0.7¢/kWh US. Due to its low price, 
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distribution companies have every reason to want to maximize bilateral contract 
purchases from these plants since the balancing price exceeds the regulated price. 

When regulated HPPs are supplying balancing energy, the policy question is 
whether they should be paid their regulated tariff or the AWT, which is likely to be 
higher than the regulated tariff at times.  If the regulated HPPs receive balancing 
revenue that is higher than their tariff rate, then a mechanism should be considered 
to rebate most of the excess revenue to ratepayers, with some portion to be retained 
by the HPP to encourage participation as a balancing energy provider. At the same 
time though, if the regulated HPPs are paying AWT when they are buying balancing 
energy, the AWT may be higher than their regulated tariff. The practical impact of 
this would be for the regulated HPPs to conservatively schedule contract volumes so 
that they have a surplus to sell as balancing energy. 

Pricing for Imbalance on Interconnection with Turkey 

While AWT pricing is proposed for the balancing mechanism, there is a circumstance 
where a special calculation should be considered. That is the case of an imbalance 
on the interconnection with Turkey. 

An exporter’s risk in the event of a reduction in exports is an important element in the 
electricity supply contract between the exporter and Turkish importer. We presume, 
for the purpose of this discussion, that the Turkish importer bears the contractual and 
financial risk of reduced interconnection capacity if the cause of the reduction occurs 
on the Turkish side (i.e. Turkish congestion) and that the Georgian exporter bears 
the risk if the cause of the reduction is on the Georgian side. Further, we presume 
that the take-or-pay energy supply contract requires the Georgian exporter to pay the 
additional cost to replace the electricity that was not transmitted across the 
interconnection. This brings the Turkish balancing price into play in the question of 
Georgian balancing price. The diagram below illustrates the matter. 

In the example, scheduled flow across the interconnection was 100 MW and actual 
was 90 MW for reasons on the Georgian side. If the energy supply contract holds the 
exporter liable for the additional cost to the importer, the exporter will receive 4,300 
GEL3. However, the exporter contributed only 5 MW of the shortfall and should have 
received 4,650 GEL4. In the example, ESCO has a net inflow of funds of 200 GEL in 
the hour. This, however, is not enough to compensate the exporter for its 350 GEL 
shortfall (4,300 – 4,650 GEL). A separate upcharge to market participants by ESCO 
would be needed to cover the difference. 

  

                                                 
3
 90 MW delivered x 50 GEL contract price– (70 – 50) GEL x 10 MW shortfall = 4,300 GEL 

4
 95 MW delivered x 50 GEL contract price – (70 – 50) GEL x 5 MW shortfall = 4,650 GEL 
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Dashed lines represent money flows and solid lines represent MW flows.  

The point of the example is to propose that the Market Operations working group 
consider a mechanism to ensure that exporters are not financially harmed in the 
event that events on the Georgian side of the interconnection that result in reduced 
exports if it is not the fault of the exporter. These events should be rare since it would 
be expected that most of the interconnection constraints will be on the Turkish side 
caused by congestion within Turkey. However, consideration of an upcharge by the 
MO to compensate exporters should these events occur would be a positive step for 
encouraging export contracts. 

5.0 BALANCING MARKET PARTICIPANTS 

In today’s environment, there are times when (i) regulated HPPs provide all 
balancing in low load/high hydropower months, (ii) TPPs and imports provide almost 
all balancing (high load/low hydro months) and (iii) there is a mix of TPPs, imports 
and HPPs providing balancing. The seasonal characteristics are illustrated in the 
chart below under ESCO’s current monthly balancing settlement approach. 
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Source: ESCO Annual Report 2013 

The table below shows anticipated balancing mechanism participation. We would 
anticipate that given the physical characteristics of the Georgian electric system, the 
basic service providers would remain largely the same. Generators will submit 
proposed MAP and DAP schedules and the TSO will evaluate the schedules using 
generation optimization software, select balancing supply sources, and modify the 
schedules accordingly. 

 

A new combined cycle unit (230 MW) will be coming starting operation in 2015. As a 
new unit with good control capabilities and response time, this unit would be 
expected to be active in providing both balancing energy and operating reserve in 
the winter months. 
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Imports From Turkey 

While most of the discussion concerning the interconnection between Georgia and 
Turkey centers on exports from Georgia, it seems that the interconnection could play 
an important role in winter day-ahead balancing. While the AWT pricing mechanism 
is certainly not as effective a price signal as marginal costs or bid-based pricing, 
there should be days when imports from Turkey are economically advantageous. 
These will become all the more important in later stages of a day-ahead market and 
real time balancing market. 

We believe that an important topic for discussion among electric industry 
stakeholders and government representatives would be how to maximize the 
opportunity for day-ahead Turkish imports when they are economically 
advantageous for balancing. In particular, the designation of exporting country in the 
Cross-Border Electricity Trade Agreement should consider the Georgian import 
opportunities. Further, the Interconnection Operation Agreement should, we believe, 
be administered in a way (and amended if needed) to facilitate day-ahead imports 
from Turkey. 

6.0 MARKET CLEARING MECHANISM 

Settlement represents “the activities of calculating the amounts payable and 
receivable due to balancing mechanism and/or energy imbalances and of preparing 
the related payable-receivable notices”5. 

The settlement parameters, volume and price, have been described in earlier 
sections of this report. This section will address the market clearing mechanism. 

A market clearing mechanism addresses the financial stability of the electricity 
market and counterparty risk. The market clearing function includes settling trading 
accounts, clearing trades, collecting and maintaining collateral, regulating delivery 
and reporting transaction data. 

ESCO currently performs the clearing function for electricity balancing. GEMM 2015 
envisions this role to be transferred to a non-government market clearing house. A 
market clearing house is a corporation or agency responsible for performing the 
clearing functions listed above. It stands between two clearing parties as a central 
counterparty to reduce the risk of a party failing to honor its settlement obligations. A 
clearing house could, for example, be a joint stock company with shareholders that 
might include banks, electricity companies, market operators, and others. 

A clearing house is permitted pursuant to Georgia’s “Payment System and Payment 
Service” law. However, establishing a clearing house for Georgia is not an easy task. 
Some examples of issues to be addressed include attracting and evaluating potential 
clearinghouse ownership structures, development of risk mitigation rules to cover 
participant default including clearing house membership requirements, collateral 
requirements, financial strength of clearing house operator, and market participant 
obligations in event of another participant default. 

USAID/HIPP published a report, “Market Clearing Concept and its Role in the 
Electricity Market in Georgia”6 in March 2013 that details the clearing house function 
for the balancing market. 

                                                 
5
 Source:  “Electricity Balancing and Settlement Rules” developed by the Market Operator Working Group. 
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In terms of a balancing market (or balancing mechanism), the MO (or clearing house 
if established) is the central counterparty for buying and selling balancing energy. 
Sellers of balancing energy in an hour may be (i) generators that sell more than their 
bilaterally contracted volumes, or (ii) consumers that purchase more under bilateral 
contracts than their actual load. Similarly, buyers of balancing energy may be (i) 
generators that generate less than their bilateral contract volumes, or (ii) consumers 
that purchase less under bilateral contracts than their actual load. 

The MO (or clearing house if established) is at risk if a net purchaser of balancing 
energy defaults on its payment obligation. There are several ways to manage this 
risk. Corporate guarantees from credit-worthy balancing energy purchasers may 
provide some, although limited, protection. The most secure means for the MO to 
manage risk is to require sufficient collateral to protect the MO from non-payment. 
The amount of collateral would be determined by the projected maximum 
outstanding amounts owed by a net purchaser. This amount varies depending on the 
degree to which a MP is a net purchaser of balancing services and the settlement 
period and payment terms. 

Collateral amounts can become very large if settlement and invoicing is done on a 
monthly basis. The most effective way to minimize collateral requirements would be 
to shorten the settlement time. The settlement time selected (bi-weekly, weekly, 
daily) represents tradeoffs between the administrative burden of multiple settlements 
and invoicing in a month and the more manageable levels of collateral. 

The largest risk to the MO is from net purchasers of balancing energy since they owe 
money to the MO as compared to net sellers that are owed money from the MO. As 
a result, collateral requirements for net sellers would be expected to be low, and 
netting of a MP’s (or balancing group) purchase and sales is a means of reducing 
collateral for net purchasers. The difficulty though is that a MP’s position as a net 
seller or net buyer in the balancing market is determined by its contracted volume 
commitments as compared to its actual generation or load. A MP might be a net 
seller in one month and net buyer in another. 

Another clearing issue concerns the risk that the MO takes in the event of a MP 
default if collateral is insufficient to cover the loss. In the case of a corporate clearing 
house, the arrangement may include some at-risk level that the clearing house 
absorbs with the strength of its own balance sheet. In the case of a governmental 
entity acting as an MO, the decision needs to be made whether the government is 
willing to take on such risk. The alternative, which will be applicable for a 
governmental entity and may be applicable to a clearing house depending on the 
rules that are established, is to allocate the losses due to a MP default to all market 
participants. 

Finally, the question of determining how much collateral should be required, as 
compared to corporate guarantees, should be addressed. For example, should one 
company have a lower collateral requirement than another depending on its credit 
rating? These are all matters for MoE and MO consideration, including the 
desirability of investigating the viability of commercial clearing houses in Europe 
and/or Turkey to establish a clearinghouse in Georgia. 

                                                                                                                                                        
6
 http://hydropower.ge/user_upload/11._Market_Clearing_Concept_in_Georgia_Mach_2013.pdf 

http://hydropower.ge/user_upload/11._Market_Clearing_Concept_in_Georgia_Mach_2013.pdf
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7.0 OPERATING RESERVES 

Energy balancing requires second by second matching of generation and imports 
with load, exports, and system losses. In case of imbalance, the first system 
response is due to the inertia of rotating generators such that (i) frequency increases 
and generators momentarily speed up in the case of over generation, and (ii) 
frequency decreases and generators momentarily slow down in the case of under 
generation. 

In order to counter the inertial response, certain generators are equipped with 
automatic generation control that permits rapid control and fine tuning of area 
control. This balancing service is referred to as regulation or primary operating 
reserve. 

Regulation covers a small range of load variations. When a load change becomes 
larger, then the next level of operating reserve comes into play, secondary operating 
reserve. Generators providing secondary reserve may have automatic response or 
may respond to dispatcher instructions. Generators providing secondary reserve are 
required to respond with changes in output level within a defined time period, 
typically 5-15 minutes. 

A third category of operating reserves with longer response times, contingency 
reserves, is used for additional system control. 

As operating reserves are employed to meet system load changes, it is desirable to 
change the operating set points of generators so that operating reserve levels can be 
restored to their required levels. That is, a generator that was running at a steady 
100 MW may be instructed to change its steady operation to 110 MW. 

The operating reserves described above are considered ancillary services, and the 
change in steady state set point represents balancing energy. 

Currently, GSE obtains most of its primary and secondary reserves from the large 
HPPs, particularly Enguri. Additionally, its connection to the large Russian system 
permits Georgia to rely on the interconnection for responses to load fluctuations and 
generator outages. Further, ESCO contracts with TPPs (“Contracted Capacity”) for 
contingency reserve in the winter. A new combined cycle generator coming on line in 
2015 will increase GSE’s operating reserve flexibility. 

It is not anticipated that the introduction of an energy balancing mechanism or 
market will cause significant changes in how operating reserves will be provided in 
the next few years. The internal generation controls may be improved, the Russian 
interconnection will remain strong, and so it is likely that the 
generator/interconnection physical characteristics will lead to similar operating 
reserve practices there is likely to be discussions on changing the payment for 
certain operating reserves, but it is not likely that this will lead to significant 
operational changes. Further, while an ancillary services market is likely to be 
introduced in the future, there seems to be agreement that it will come after the 
introduction of the energy markets. 

The Working Group should agree upon the approach to acquiring primary, 
secondary, and contingency reserves during the time that the balancing mechanism 
is in place. Guaranteed Capacity contracts are already in place for the TPPs. 
Additional contracts, particularly for primary and secondary reserves, between the 
TSO and those generators that are physically capable of providing operating reserve 
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in terms of adequate generator controls and acceptable ramp times should be 
negotiated and subject to GNERC approval. 

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section summarizes the recommendations contained in this report. We believe 
that these points should be discussed in the Working Group and resolved as an 
important step in the transition to the balancing mechanism. 

Timeline 

 The Working Group should agree upon an aggressive but realistic timeline to 
implement the balancing mechanism. Absent a formal agreed-upon timeline 
and work plan with responsibilities and milestones clearly stated, there is a 
risk that implementation will slip. The MoE should oversee the progress 
against milestones and take such actions as are necessary to keep the 
project on track. A project management approach is needed; 

 The Working Group should agree upon target date to implement a day-ahead 
market and real time balancing market. There should be recognition that the 
balancing mechanism is a short term transition to the preferred market 
approach. 

Settlements 

 Hourly balancing settlement should be incorporated in the balancing 
mechanism. This will provide consistency with the Turkish market, send better 
price signals than daily settlement, and be consistent with future stages of the 
balancing market; 

 Generators receive the energy balancing price for such balancing energy as 
the TSO instructs to produce; that is, foreseen energy imbalance +/- 
increased/decreased generation levels in real time as instructed by the TSO; 

 TSO instructed increases/decreases for balancing do not receive separate 
compensation outside the normal balancing energy pricing mechanism; that 
is, TSO instructed increased generation will be compensated at the balancing 
energy price with no separate compensation for reducing output from the day-
ahead schedule; 

 Uninstructed deviation +/- deadband range of the greater of 2 MW or 3%, and 
a discount for over generation outside the deadband of 20% of the balancing 
price and a premium for under generation of 20% of the balancing price. 
GNERC should monitor MP compliance with dispatch instructions. If it is 
found that there are frequent deviations that need to be addressed, the 
penalties can be increased upon review; 

 Agree on a mechanism that excess revenues received by Enguri and Vardnili 
(net balancing revenue minus regulated tariff rate) is allocated between the 
plants and ratepayers; 

 Consider an upcharge mechanism to ensure that exporters are not financially 
harmed in the event that events on the Georgian side of the interconnection 
result in reduced exports that are not the fault of the exporter. 

Bilateral Contracts and Partial Pool 

 Reach consensus that a necessary step in the balancing mechanism is the 
modification of existing bilateral contracts to include take-or-pay hourly 
volume scheduling for use in the day-ahead planning process and balancing 
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market settlement. Develop a generic amendment that can be used for such 
contract modifications, to be adapted as needed for the specific agreement; 

 Adopt a partial pool approach including the provision of day-ahead schedules 
for Enguri and Vardnili. Develop guidelines for which generators (i.e. 
regulated HPPs, partially regulated HPPs, TPPs) and applicable percentages 
of the output of such generators should be included in the partial pool; 

 Permit MPs to enter additional bilateral contracts after the 10:00 deadline in 
the B&S Rules (16:00 or 17:00). This will permit MPs to have a more 
balanced position going into the operating day to reduce exposure to the 
volatility of balancing price. Such a change will not impact generation 
scheduling or dispatch; 

 Review the Cross-Border Electricity Trade Agreement and the Interconnection 
Operations Agreement and implement in a manner to facilitate imports from 
Turkey when economically advantageous. 

Operating Reserves 

 The Working Group should agree upon the approach to acquiring primary, 
secondary, and contingency reserves during the time that the balancing 
mechanism is in place. Guaranteed Capacity contracts are already in place 
for the TPPs that could be modified as needed. Additional contracts, 
particularly for primary and secondary reserves, between the TSO and those 
generators that are physically capable of providing operating reserve in terms 
of adequate generator controls and acceptable ramp times should be 
negotiated and subject to GNERC approval. 

Market Clearing Mechanism 

 Decide on the timeframe for balancing mechanism settlements. Monthly 
settlement would represent higher financial risk to the MO (or clearinghouse if 
established) than bi-weekly or weekly. The tradeoff is in the level of financial 
risk as compared to the additional administrative burden of more frequent 
settlements. The recommended settlement period is biweekly at a minimum, 
and weekly if agreed by the Working Group; 

 Strong collateral requirements to minimize financial exposure in the event of 
default should be considered as an integral part of the balancing market 
implementation; 

 In depth investigation into establishing a clearinghouse should be undertaken. 
While it is possible that ESCO could perform the clearing function with the 

assistance of a clearing bank7, the default risks will increase with additional 

market participants. A strong, credit worthy clearinghouse is, we believe, the 
preferred route to pursue; 

  

                                                 
7
 A clearing bank would perform the administrative functions, but not act as a counterparty to transactions as would a 

clearinghouse. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Electricity Market Balancing and Settlement Rules 

Balancing and Settlement Rules will be a key part of the Market Regulations for 
the electricity market in Georgia 

The Balancing and Settlement Rules hereinafter referred to as the "Rules", regulate: 
1. General provisions and definitions of preliminary terms in the electricity 

market; 
2. Rules for the Day-ahead planning (DAP) process; 
3. Rules of the balancing electricity market; 
4. Rules for conclusion of transactions for electricity at regulated and freely 

negotiated prices through bilateral contracts; 
5. Rules for conclusion of transactions on the Day-ahead market (DAM); 
6. Rules for registration of balance responsible parties, suppliers of ancillary 

services and balancing electricity providers; 
7. Procedures for registration of hourly schedules and settlement between the 

market participants and the Market Operator (MO); 
8. Requirements for the submission of data for the metered quantities of 

electricity to the MO and balance responsible parties; 
9. Requirements for data exchange between the market participants; 
10. Rules for settlement, the principles of balancing and the methods for 

balancing energy price determination; 
11. Electricity market monitoring; 
12. Procedures for implementing amendments in the rules. 

Chapter I 

General Provisions and Definitions of Preliminary Terms in the Electricity 
Market 

Objective 
ARTICLE 1 – (1) The objective of these Rules is to set forth the principles and 
procedures regarding balancing of the active electricity demand and supply and 
settlement. 

Scope 
ARTICLE 2 - (1) These rules cover duties, powers and responsibilities of the parties 
involved in balancing mechanism and settlement, and the principles and procedures 
applicable to the balancing of active electricity supply and demand as well as the 
financial settlement of the credits and debits of licensees arising from participation in 
balancing mechanism and settlement. 

Legal Basis 
ARTICLE 3 - (1) These Rules have been prepared based on Georgian Law on 
Electricity and Natural Gas. 

Definitions 

ARTICLE 4 - (1) For the purposes of these Rules, the following terms shall bear the 
following meanings: 
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1. Transmission System Operator (TSO): A centralized institution which is 
responsible for ensuring the safe and reliable operation of the overall power 
system.  

2. Automatic Meter Reading System (AMRS): The system which will be installed 
by Transmission System Operator and distribution license holder legal 
entities, and which will cover the required software, hardware and 
communication infrastructure for automatic remote reading of meter data, 
transferring data to a central system, validating, filling the missing data and 
submitting them to the relevant parties in the desired format. 

3. Distribution Region: The region defined in a distribution license.  
4. Distribution Licensee: distribution license holder companies and distribution 

license holder legal entities. 
5. Distribution System: The electricity distribution facilities and grid which a 

distribution company operates and/or owns in its designated region. 
6. Market Operator (MO): A centralized institution which operates an organized 

wholesale market for the (commercial) exchange of energy or other products 
on behalf of market participants. 

7. Balance Responsible Group: The group formed by notification to Market 
Operator by market participants and in which one participant among group 
undertakes the obligations regarding balance responsibility on behalf of the 
group. 

8. Balance Responsible Party: The market participant that takes over on behalf 
of the balance responsible group the financial liability against the Market 
Operator for the energy imbalance of the balance responsible group or that is 
not part of any balance responsible group.  

9. Balancing: The activities performed to ensure balance between electricity 
demand and supply.  

10. Balancing Entity: Generation or consumption facility or part of the generation 
or consumption facility eligible to participate in the balancing electricity 
market. 

11. Balancing Power Market: The organized wholesale electricity market, which is 
operated by the Transmission System Operator and Market Operator and 
where the reserve capacity, is sold or purchased, to serve the purpose of real-
time balancing of demand and supply. 

12. Balancing Mechanism: The activities which complement bilateral contracts 
and which consist of day ahead balancing and real-time balancing. 

13. Bilateral Contracts: Contracts for the exchange of electricity (energy) that are 
directly concluded between two market participants. Bilateral contracts may 
take the form of either physical or financial contracts. 

14. Block Sales Bid: Active electricity sales bids that are valid for more than one 
consecutive hour for the next day, including average price and average 
quantity information for the time interval it spans and submitted by market 
participants that participate to the day ahead market. 

15. ENTSO: European Network of Electricity Transmission System Operators.  
16. Invoicing Period: The period begins at 00:00 hours on the first day of a 

calendar month and ends at 24:00 hours on the last day of that month. 
17. Real-time Balancing: The actions carried out by the System Operator in order 

to balance the supply and demand of active electricity energy in real-time.  
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18. Day Ahead Planning: The actions carried out under the coordination of Market 
Operator in order to balance the foreseen hourly demand regarding the 
following day on the day ahead, until when Day ahead market will be initiated.  

19. Day Ahead Generation/Consumption Schedule (DGS): The hourly generation 
or consumption values with respect to settlement delivery point which a 
settlement aggregation entity anticipates to realize in the following day and 
notifies the Market Operator at the beginning of day ahead balancing stage, 
according to the obligations of the balance responsible party to which it is 
attached. 

20. Day Ahead Balancing: The activities regarding day ahead planning or day 
ahead market intended to ensure the day ahead balancing of supply and 
demand in the system, as well as balancing of the contractual commitments 
and generation and/or consumption plans of market participants.  

21. Day Ahead Price: The system marginal prices determined under day ahead 
planning or the final market clearing price determined in the Day ahead 
market. 

22. Day Ahead Market: The organized wholesale electricity market established for 
purchase and sale transactions of electricity to be delivered in the day ahead 
on the basis of settlement period and that is operated by the Market Operator.  

23. Day Ahead Market Price: Final market clearing price.  
24. Day Ahead Market Participation Agreement: The standard agreement 

including requirements and rules about market participant’s attendance to Day 
ahead market and management of the day ahead market by the Market 
Operator. 

25. Day Ahead Market Bids: Single hour purchase and sales bids, block purchase 
and sales bids and flexible sales bids that are submitted by market 
participants that participate in Day Ahead Market.  

26. Distribution system operator (DSO): A legal entity responsible for operating, 
ensuring the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the distribution 
system in a given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with other 
systems and for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet 
reasonable demands for the distribution of electricity. 

27. Market Management System (MMS): The applications that are working as thin 
client aimed at executing the balancing mechanism and settlement 
transactions and accessible by the Market Operator, the Transmission 
System Operator, market participants and transmission and distribution 
license holder legal entities. 

28. Day Ahead Planning Module: The software module that takes place in the 
context of MMS and used by the Market Operator and the Transmission 
System Operator within the framework of day ahead planning in order to 
determine system marginal prices and prepare Day ahead schedule such that 
balancing costs will be minimized.  

29. Day Ahead Schedule: The national scale generation/consumption schedule 
prepared for the following day, as a result of day ahead balancing activities. 

30. Day Ahead System Sales Bids: The hourly, block and flexible sales bids 
submitted within the framework of day ahead balancing activities. 

31. Day Ahead System Purchase Bids: The hourly and block purchase bids 
submitted within the framework of day ahead balancing activities.  
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32. Flexible Sales Bid: Single hour active electricity sales bids submitted by 
market participants that participate to the day ahead balancing activities for 
the next day but that is not related to a certain hour. 

33. Transmission: The transport of electricity through high voltage electricity lines 
as defined in Georgian Law on Electricity and Natural Gas. 

34. Transmission Capacity: The amount of electric power that can be sent / 
received from any point of the transmission system, as expressed in 
megawatt (MW) terms. 

35. Transmission System: Electricity transmission facilities and network.  
36. Transmission System Configuration: Calculation rules that includes 

information such as the meters, which will be considered in order to calculate 
the electricity supplied to a transmission system or electricity withdrawn from 
the transmission system and, direction of the meters in terms of supply and 
withdraw, loss coefficient that will be applied to meters.  

37. Relevant Legislation: The laws, regulations, communiqués, circulars and 
Board decisions regarding the electricity market as well as the licenses held 
by the relevant legal entities. 

38. Law: Georgian Law on Electricity and Natural Gas 
39. Final Day Ahead Generation/Consumption Schedule (FDGS): The hourly 

generation or consumption values which a settlement aggregation entity 
anticipates to realize in the following day and notifies the Transmission 
System Operator at the opening of the balancing power market according to 
the obligations of the balance responsible party to which it is attached and the 
result of day ahead balancing. 

40. Congestion Management: The methods used for the elimination of any 
congestion that has arisen or is foreseen to arise in the transmission system. 

41. Central Settlement Bank: Bank used by the Market Operator and market 
participants for carrying out operations regarding payments and collaterals 
within the scope of this Regulation. 

42.  Central Settlement Bank Agreement: Agreement that will be signed between 
Market Operator and central settlement bank and that consists of duties and 
responsibilities of the parties regarding collateral management and payments. 

43. Central Settlement Bank – Market Participant Agreement: Agreement that will 
be prepared by the Market Operator and will be signed between market 
participants and central settlement bank, with regard to collateral 
management and cash payment services. 

44. Organized Wholesale Electricity Market: Electricity markets such as Day-
ahead market, balancing power market, ancillary services market, operated 
by the Market Operator and/or the Transmission System Operator where 
wholesale trade of electricity energy, capacity or derivatives takes place. 

45. Market Participation Agreement: The standard agreement covering the 
provisions and conditions regarding the operation of balancing mechanism by 
the Market Operator and System Operator and the participation of the market 
participant in the balancing mechanism excluding Day Ahead Market. 

46. Market Participant: entities that operate in a competitive environment and that 
are active in the electricity market to either buy or sell electricity for 
commercial purposes. 

47. System: Electricity transmission system and distribution systems. 
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48. System Purchase Bid Volume: The volumes of decrease in generation or 
increase in consumption, which market participants participating in Day ahead 
balancing activities propose to undertake in the related balancing entity. 

49. System Purchase Instruction: The notifications issued by the Transmission 
System Operator or Market Operator to the related market participants, for 
purchase or sell of the market participants participating in day ahead planning. 

50. System Imbalance Price: The price applied for the electricity imbalances of 
market participants arising from their balance responsibilities, as determined 
for each settlement period. 

51. Demand Forecast: The hourly consumption forecasts published on a daily 
basis by the Transmission System Operator. 

52. Instruction: Up-regulation or down-regulation instruction. 
53. Consumption: Electricity consumption. 
54. Consumption Unit: Facilities where electricity is consumed.  
55. Settlement: The activities of calculating the amounts payable and receivable 

due to balancing mechanism and/or energy imbalances and of preparing the 
related payable-receivable notices. 

56. Settlement Period: The periods taken as a basis for settlement transactions. 
57. Settlement Delivery Point: Transmission system connection point where 

consumption or export from the transmission system occurs and that is 
subject to transmission system loss. 

58. Settlement Volume: The value regarding the reading on the basis of active 
electricity energy settlement delivery point, which is taken from meters in the 
settlement aggregation entity configuration to be used as a basis in the 
settlement calculations. 

59. Entity: Generation or consumption facility or part of the generation or 
consumption facility eligible to participate in the market. 

60. Generation: The transformation of energy resources into electricity energy in 
generation facilities. 

61. Tariff Customers: Electricity consumers that are connected to a Distribution 
System and purchase electricity from their RPSs at rates regulated by the 
Georgian National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory Commission 
(GNERC).  

62. Retail Public Suppliers (RPSs): Legal entity that supplies electricity only to 
Tariff Customers under tariffs and pursuant to contracts that have been 
approved by the GNERC. 

63. Generation Facility: The facilities where electricity energy is generated. 
64. Ancillary Services: System services those are essential for the proper 

functioning of the Transmission Grid. 
65. Up-regulation: The situation where a balancing entity sells electricity to the 

system by increasing its generation or decreasing its consumption, in line with 
the instructions issued by the Transmission System Operator. 

66. Up-regulation Instruction: The notifications issued by the Transmission 
System Operator or Market Operator to the related market participants, for up-
regulation of the market participants participating in balancing power market. 

67. Down-regulation: The situation where a balancing entity buys energy from the 
system by decreasing its generation or increasing its consumption, in line with 
the instructions issued by System Operator. 
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68. Down-regulation Instruction: The notifications issued by the System Operator 
or Market Operator to the related market participants, for down-regulation of 
the market participants participating in balancing power market. 

69. Settlement Aggregation Entity: Active electric energy generating or consuming 
entities which are defined by market participants and registered via MMS so 
that the settlement calculations for each market participants can be made, 

70. Aggregation: is a process in which information is gathered and expressed in a 
summary form, for purposes of calculating the settlement aggregation 
volumes of settlement aggregation entities; direction of the meters in terms of 
supply or withdraw and on behalf of which market participant the meter is 
registered to. 

Chapter II 

Draft Interim Rules for Day-ahead Planning 

Section One 

General Provisions 

Principles of day ahead planning  
ARTICLE 5 – (1) Day ahead planning shall be executed according to the provisions 
of these Rules, with due regard also to the Transmission Grid Code such that the 
foreseen hourly demand for the day ahead will be balanced while: 

a) ensuring operational security and system integrity,  
b) satisfying supply security and supply quality criteria,  
c) minimizing balancing costs for the Transmission System Operator. 

(2) Transactions related to the day ahead planning are executed on the basis of 
below principles: 

a) All market participants shall participate in day ahead planning;  
b) Day-ahead planning transactions are executed daily on an hourly basis. 

Each day consists of time intervals starting at 00:00 and ending next day 
at 00:00. 

Section Two 

DAP procedures regarding generation, consumption and trade scheduling 

Generation and consumption schedules 

ARTICLE 6. (1) Day ahead planning shall be executed on a daily basis and shall 
consist of the following steps: 

(1) Day ahead generation schedules shall be sent to the Market Operator by all 
producers, connected to the transmission network, before 10:00 hour on the 
day, proceeding the Delivery day, and shall contain information for the gross 
and net generation of the plant including bilaterally contracted volumes and 
planned sales to the system. 

(2) The import - export schedule for cross-border exchange shall be sent before 
10:00 hour of each day to the Transmission System Operator in a single file 
with a standard form, approved by the Transmission System Operator, and 
shall contain information on the quantities of electricity for each hour of the 
Delivery Day. 
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(3) Until 10:00 hours each day, all market participants shall notify Market 
Operator via MMS regarding total consumption forecasts for each hour of the 
following day concerning consumption units registered under each market 
participant including bilaterally contracted volumes and planed purchase from 
the system. 

(4) By 10:00 hours each day, the Transmission System Operator shall announce 
the demand forecast and possible system congestions for the following day 
via MMS.  

(5) The demand forecast announced by the Transmission System Operator shall 
contain information on total demand (MWh) to be met by all generation 
facilities in the system for each hour between 00:00 and 24:00 hours on the 
day that follows the day of announcement. 

(6) Between 10:00 and 11:30 hours each day the Market Operator shall prepare 
the non-constrained generation/consumption schedule that will balance the 
forecast hourly demand, for each hour of the day ahead, via the day ahead 
planning module of MMS. The hourly consumption schedules shall contain 
information on the planned consumption, according to the concluded 
contracts and the procedures, provided in the Transmission Grid Code and 
these Rules and shall be sent within the specified schedule. 

(7) Between 11:30 and 12:30 hours each day; the market participants 
participating in day ahead planning shall check whether or not the system 
instructions issued by the Market Operator for day ahead planning are 
consistent with the related system load, and may object to the Market 
Operator regarding the inconsistent instructions. 

(8) Between 12:30 and 13:00 hours each day; the Market Operator shall 
evaluate the objections and if necessary, re-determine the day ahead 
planning, to the related market participants. 

(9) Until 13:00 hours of each day the Market Operator shall conclude the final 
day ahead planning schedule. 

(10)  Between 13:00 and 15:00 hour of each day and the Transmission System 
Operator (TSO), on the basis of the generation schedules and the 
consumption schedules and his own demand forecast, defined in paragraphs 
(6) and (5) correspondingly, shall determine the required primary, secondary, 
and contingency reserve for the next day, necessary for: 

 supporting the balance between the generation and the consumption in 
real time; 

 ensuring a secure and reliable electricity supply; 

 maintaining reserve capacity in the cases of unplanned emergency 
situations in the network and the generation capacities and changes in 
the climate conditions; 

 congestion management. 
(11)  By 15:30 hour each day, MO announces Final Hourly 

Generation\Consumption Schedule, for the next day, based on TSO’s 
modifications.   

(12)  The confirmed by the Market Operator export-import schedules, generation 
schedules and consumption schedules, including system sales and 
purchases, shall present the basis for determination of the imbalances of the 
market participants. 
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Section Three 

Calculations of hourly imbalances for a Market Participant 

Calculation of the energy imbalance volume of a market participant in a 
settlement period 

ARTICLE 7 - (1) The subject of settlement’s imbalance for every trading hour is, a 
sum of differences between actually supplied and contracted volumes of electricity 
for electricity supply and of difference between actually consumed and contracted 
volumes of electricity for electricity consumption. 

For an invoicing period, the energy imbalance volume of each market participant in 
each settlement period shall be calculated according to the following formula: 
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(2) where; 

EIVp,t,u is the Energy Imbalance Volume (MWh) for the settlement 
period “u” of market participant “p”,  

ESSVp,b,u is the Settlement Supply Volume (MWh) for settlement period 
“u”  of settlement aggregation entity “b” within the context of the 
balance responsibility of a market participant “p”, that equals to 
the supply volume to the electricity system(networks). 

ESWVp,b,u is the Settlement Withdrawal Volume (MWh) for settlement 
period “u” of settlement aggregation entity “b” within the context 
of the balance responsibility of a market participant “p”, which is 
calculated pursuant to Article 8,  

CVp,u  is the Contract Volume (MWh) of a market participant “p”, in 
settlement period “u”, which is calculated pursuant to Article 9,  

FEIVp,u  is the Foreseen Energy Imbalance Volume (MWh) of the market 
participant “p”, anticipated from the day ahead for the settlement 
period “u” which is calculated as part of day ahead planning 
pursuant to Article 10, 

SSV,p,u,r is the System Sales Volume (MWh) of market participant “p” 
under its offer “r” valid for settlement period “u”, determined after 
day ahead planning, 

SPV,p,u,r is the System Purchase Volume (MWh) of market participant “p” 
under its bid “r” valid for settlement period “u”, 
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k is the number of settlement aggregation entities under the 
balance responsibility of market participant “p” valid for the 
settlement period “u”, 

n is the number of bids/offers under which market participant “p” 
has sold to the system valid for the settlement period “u”,  

m is the number of bids/offers under which market participant “p” 
has purchased from the system valid for the settlement period 
“u”, 

AFOVd,u,r is the accepted and fulfilled offer volume (MWh) of the offer “r” of 
balancing entity “d”, valid for the settlement period “u”, 
calculated under pursuant to article 11, 

t1 is the number of accepted offers of balancing entity “d” in the 
balancing power market, for the settlement period “u”, 

AFBVd,u,r is the accepted and fulfilled bid volume (MWh) of the bid “r” of 
balancing entity “d”, valid for the settlement period “u”, 
calculated under pursuant to article 12 

t2 is the number of accepted bids of balancing entity “d” in the 
balancing power market, for the settlement period “u”. 

Calculation of settlement volumes 

ARTICLE 8 - (1) The settlement volumes of settlement aggregation entities shall be 

calculated according to the following formula: 

 

ESWVb,u =PSWVb,u / (1-ASLFu) 

(2) where; 

ESWVb,u is the Settlement Withdrawal Volume (MWh) of Settlement 

Aggregation Entity  “b” for settlement period “u”, 

TSSVb,u is the net Withdrawal Volume (MWh) of Settlement Aggregation 
Entity “b” from the electricity system for settlement period “u”, 

ASLFu is the Average System Loss Factor for settlement period “u”,  

Calculation of the contract volumes 

ARTICLE 9 - (1) Contract volumes of a market participant “p” for the settlement 
period “u” shall be calculated according to the following formula:
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(2) where; 

upCV ,  is the Contract Volume (MWh) of the market participant “p”, for 

the settlement period “u”, 

1,, CNS zup  is the Contract Notification (MWh) of the market participant “p” 

for electricity sales to market participant “z1” in settlement period 
“u”, 

2,, CNS zup  is the Contract Notification (MWh)  regarding market participant 

“p”, which is made for energy purchase from the market 
participant “z2” in settlement period “u”, 

n is the number of market participants to which the market 
participant “p” sells electricity, in settlement period “u”, 

m is the number of market participants from which the market 
participant “p” purchases electricity, in settlement period “u”. 

Calculation of foreseen Day-ahead imbalance volume in the day ahead 
planning process 

ARTICLE 10 - (1) For a particular invoicing period on settlement period basis the 
foreseen day ahead imbalance volume amount for every market participant 
participating in the day ahead planning is calculated according to following formula: 

upupup CV ,,,  DAGSFEIV   

(2) where; 

 FEIVp,u  is the Foreseen Day Ahead Electricity Imbalance Volume (MWh) 
of market participant “p” regarding settlement period “u”, 

DAGSp,u is the Day Ahead Generation/Consumption Schedule (MWh) 
submitted by market participant “p” to the Market Operator for 
settlement period “u”, that has positive value for supply to the 
system and negative value for withdrawal from the system, 

CVp,u is the Contract Volume (MWh) of market participant “p” for 
settlement period “u” that is calculated pursuant to Article 9, 

Determination of accepted offer volumes for offers accepted within the 
context of balancing electricity market 

ARTICLE 11 - (1) The accepted offer volumes to be applied to each balancing entity 
within the context of balancing electricity market for an invoicing period, in 
connection with the up-regulation instructions issued for each settlement period, 
shall be calculated according to the following formula: 
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(2) where; 

AFOVd,u,r is the accepted and fulfilled offer volume (MWh) within the 
context of balancing electricity market, regarding the offer “r” of 
balancing entity “d”, which is valid for the settlement period “u”, 

URIVd,u,r is the up-regulation instruction volume (MWh) given by the 
System Operator and realized regarding offer “r” of balancing 
entity “d”, within the context of balancing electricity market, valid 
for the settlement period “u”, 

ASLFu is the Average System Loss Factor for settlement period “u”, 

t1 is the start time of up-regulation instruction as hour and minutes, 
given by the System Operator regarding offer “r” of balancing 
entity “d”, within the context of balancing electricity market, valid 
for the settlement period “u”, 

t2 is the end of up-regulation instruction as hour and minutes, 
issued by the System Operator regarding offer “r” of balancing 
entity “d”, within the context of balancing electricity market, valid 
for the settlement period “u”. 

g is the tag value of the of balancing entity “d”, within the scope of 
balancing electricity market that is equal to 1 when the balancing 
entity has a consumption facility and that is equal to 0 in all other 
cases. 

Determination of accepted bid volumes for bids accepted within the 
context of balancing power market 

ARTICLE 12 - (1) The bid volumes to be applied to each balancing entity within the 
context of balancing electricity market for an invoicing period, in connection with the 
down-regulation instructions given for each settlement period, shall be calculated 
according to the following formula: 
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(2) where; 

ru,d,AFBV  is the accepted and fulfilled bid volume (MWh) of bid “r” of 

balancing entity “d”, within the context of balancing electricity 
market, valid for the settlement period “u”, 

DRIVd,u,r is the down-regulation instruction volume (MWh) given by the 
Transmission System Operator regarding bid “r” of balancing 
entity “d”, within the context of balancing power market, valid for 
the settlement period “u”, 

TSLFu is Transmission System Loss Factor for settlement period “u”, 
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t1 is the start time of down-regulation instruction issued by the 
System Operator regarding bid “r” of balancing entity “d”, within 
the context of balancing power market, valid for the settlement 
period “u”, 

t2 is the end time of down-regulation instruction issued by the 
Transmission System Operator regarding bid “r” of balancing 
entity “d”, within the context of balancing power market, valid for 
the settlement period “u”. 

g is the tag value of the of balancing entity “d”, within the scope of 
balancing electricity market that is equal to 1 when the balancing 
entity has a consumption facility and that is equal to 0 in all other 
cases. 

Section Four 

Rules on Metering Data 

ARTICLE 13. Scope 
(1) These rules regulate: 

a) Usage of Metering Data and devices, information systems and mechanisms in 
the process of settlement in the electricity wholesale market; 

b) How the Metering Data (including voltage and current transformation 
coefficients) should be taken from Eligible Enterprises, organized and handled 
in order to enable MO to fulfill its responsibilities for settlement purposes; 

c) Aggregation, Verification and Approval of the metered values; 
d) Calculation, submission, verification and approval of supplied, received and 

consumed electricity volumes by Eligible Enterprises. 

(2) The aggregation of data for the electricity metering shall serve the processes of 
settlement of the quantities traded on the electricity through bilateral (direct) 
contracts, the balancing electricity market, the cross border exchanges, the 
settlement of the imbalances and the ancillary services. 

(3) The process of settlement on the electricity market shall be based on a 

settlement period that is based on calculation period8. 

ARTICLE 14. Responsible Parties 

(1) Market Operator  

 Establishes and manages the electricity wholesale market metering 
database, to which full access has TSO, while Qualified Enterprises 
can access only to the information related to them.  

(2) Transmission System Operator 

 Receives Metering Data from the meters that are registered to the 
electricity wholesale market metering database; 

 In automatic mode provides raw9 data to MO for settlement purposes; 

                                                 
8
 According to the Working Group discussions, sum of the calculation periods equals to the settlement period. Settlement 

period should be one month; calculation period can be 1 hour or 1 day (WG could not decide) and should be defined by the 
Market Rules.  
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 Establishes and manages the metering database in its control area. 

(3) Distribution System Operators 

 Establishes and maintains the Metering Database in its control area; 

 Receives Metering Data from Tariff Customers from Eligible 
Enterprises connected to its own grid; 

 Validates and feeds the Metering Data in the Metering Database; 

 Provides approved or substituted Metering Data to the MO and TSO. 

(4) Market Participants 

 Market participants are responsible for making metering equipment 
available to MO and TSO; 

 Establishes and maintains the Metering Database in its control area. 

ARTICLE 15. Metering Data Collection 

(1) Qualified Enterprises must be capable of electronic and remote communication 
with that system operator’s meter interrogation system (“Alpha Center”) to which 
it is connected physically10. Transfer of metering data shell be done in time 
intervals as it is defined by this rules. 

(2) Metering equipment shall meet requirements defined by the relevant Grid Codes. 
(3) If remote acquisition of metering data becomes unavailable, corresponding 

Qualified Enterprise should contact to the TSO to arrange an alternate means of 
transferring the data. 

(4) The raw metering data collected by the TSO, before transferring to MO, are 
checked. Process of checking metered values consists by three main stages: 
a. Estimation of the received meter values; 
b. Editing non-adequate data values using corresponding methodology; 
c. Validation of the data (including edited ones). 

(5) The metering data recorded in the metering database with respect to a registered 
commercial meter is confidential information and will only be made available to: 

 the Qualified Enterprise whose consumed or generated electricity is metered 
by corresponding meter; 

 the owner of the transmission or distribution network whose transmitted or 
distributed electricity is metered by corresponding meter; 

 to the MO. 

(6) Qualified Enterprises are entitled to request detailed reports from the Metering 
Database not later than five (5) working days after the end of the Settlement 
period (month). In case of a dispute regarding the Metering Data, a Qualified 
Enterprise has right to appeal accuracy of the Metered Data until the ninth (9) 
working day after the end of the Settlement month. 

  

                                                                                                                                                        
9
 GSE does not agree to send only raw data to MO.  

10
 GSE disagrees, instead it suggests: … to which it is connected physically or to TSO 
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ARTICLE 16. Requirements for the metering systems 

(1) Electricity metering devices for metering shall be installed at all metering points 
according to the Grid Codes; 

(2) The owners of metering systems shall store minimum 10 years11 and per request 

of MO or TSO submit aggregated metered values from the electricity metering 
devices for the electricity that has been delivered/consumed to/from the 
installations of Qualified Enterprises for each settlement period. 

(3) Each virtual electricity metering device shall have alphanumeric identification 
code. These codes shall be determined by the MO at the registration of the 
Qualified Enterprise and shall be provided to the relevant owners of metering 
systems together with a list of the metering points for each identification code. 

(4) A Qualified Enterprise shall provide information on all metering points of the 
installations indicated by him at registration. Registration of installation of a 
Qualified Enterprise on the electricity market with incomplete list of the metering 
points for the relevant installation shall not be allowed. 

(5) During the registration of Qualified Enterprises, the meters of these entities shall 
be registered with MO. 

(6) The meters that are not approved by the requirements defined for the metering 
system in the Grid Code shall not be registered. 

(7) Necessary test procedures for the metering system to be pursuant by the MO 
should be in accordance to the relevant Grid Code. 

ARTICLE 17. Metering and certification of the metered quantities 

(1) The metered value shall represent the quantity electricity that is metered, 
calculated and accepted as registered by an electricity metering device for 
periodically metering or/and through load profile integrated for the settlement 
period. 

(2) Each owner of the metering system shall be responsible for the reading of all 
metered values according to the Electricity Market Rules and relevant Grid Code. 

(3) In case of missing hourly data from separate metering systems Market Operator 
uses values that were recorded from similar calculation period of the last 
settlement period, or applies to other methods that are determined in the 
transmission/distribution network connection agreement of the relevant Qualified 
Enterprise. This agreement should be submitted also to MO for registering since 

it covers issues related to the metering database12.  

(4) The values that are metered according to this article shall be sent to TSO and 
Qualified Enterprises by MO, within four (4) calendar days following the end of 
settlement period. (5)metered values received can be appealed by the market 
participants within three (3) working days after receiving the statement of metered 
volumes. The owner of the metering devices shall implement an examination and 
shall confirm or correct the metered values within three (3) working days after 
receiving the statement of metered volumes. In case TSO or Qualified Enterprise 

                                                 
11

 GSE suggests do not specify time interval.  

12
 GSE prefers initial version of the paragraph, that says: “In case of missing hourly data from separate metering systems and 

with the purpose to meet the deadlines for submission of information to Market Operator, the TSO can use replacing values 
calculated on the basis of preceding settlement periods or otherwise as specified in the contract for access to the distribution 
/transmission network of the market participant”.  
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disagree notified values, a grounded appeal in a written form shall be sent to MO 
within this deadline. Values which are not appealed within this deadline shall be 
considered confirmed. 

(5) All metered values including these that were subject to examination, according to 
(4), shall be considered by the Market Operator as confirmed by the parties not 
later than the ninth (9) day of each calendar month following the month of 
settlement and shall be considered as confirmed metered values. In case the 
agreement between the parties is not reached after this date, the dispute shall be 
settled according to this rules not later than the twelfth (12) day of each calendar 
month following the month of settlement.  

(6) The provisions of this section shall be applicable also for the metering points 
which correspond to installations of producers and consumers who provide 

ancillary services to the Transmission System Operator13. 

ARTICLE 18. Aggregation and submission of the metered values 

(1) After determination of the confirmed metered values, the MO shall determine the 
total physical deliveries of electricity for each producer and each 
consumer/supplier of end consumer (as appropriate), for the relevant network for 
each settlement period. 

(2) The total generation of a producer shall be equal to the sum of all metered values 
taken from registered meters of the relevant generators. 

(3) The total consumption of a consumer shall be equal to the difference between 
received and supplied electricity quantities that are metered at the relevant 
connection points by registered metering points. 

(4) The net supply to the network shall be equal to the amount of the total generation 
of all producers connected to this network. 

(5) The net consumption from the relevant network shall be equal to the amount of 
the total consumption of all consumers of this network. 

(6) The electricity provided to or received from neighboring electricity systems via 
cross-border transmission lines shall be equal to the sum of all metered values 
that are taken from registered meters on the relevant transmission lines.  

(7) The TSO shall submit to the Market Operator validated data from the commercial 

electricity meters14. 

ARTICLE 19. Determination of the technological losses in the network  

(1) All metered values from the commercial electricity metering devices, including 
metered values from the metering devices between the separate transmission 
networks, shall be metered and used in the determination of the network 
technological losses of the transmission and the distribution licensees. 

(2) The technological losses in the network shall be determined separately for the 
electricity transmission network and each electricity distribution network, based 
on the metered values from the registered meters. 

(3) The TSO in accordance with the ownership (or managing) of the network for 
which it is responsible, shall determine the technological losses in the relevant 

                                                 
13

 ESCO suggested to change paragraph 7 in a following way: “…The provisions of this section shall be applicable also for 
metering ancillary services that are provided to TSO”  
14

 ESCO does not agree to the statement.  
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network for each calculation period as the difference between the overall 
electricity quantity fed in the relevant network at the metering points and the 
electricity quantity consumed in the relevant network or supplied in other 
networks, according the confirmed metered values. 

(4) The MO shall calculate the imbalances on the basis of the determined 
technological losses under paragraph 3 for coverage of the technological losses. 

(5) The owners of networks (licensees) shall develop and present to GNERC 
"Methods for calculation of technological losses in the network”. GNERC 
approves methodologies for calculation of technological losses in the network 
separately for each network. 

(6) The methods approved by GNERC shall be applied by the MO in the calculation 
of the imbalances from technological losses of the Qualified Enterprises. 

(7) All technological losses in the networks, determined under paragraph 5, shall be 
considered as confirmed metered values. 

ARTICLE 20. Usage of metered values as in regards to the implementation of 
the activity „Imbalances settlement “by the MO. 

(1) TSO shall identify physical imbalances in the system  and provide the following 
information to MO related to: 

 the confirmed metered values separately for all market participant/entities 
that shall provide information on ancillary services; 

 technological losses in the network; 

 net generation and net consumption in the transmission network; 

 Exported electricity quantity; 

 Exported electricity quantity; 

(2) In case TSO will not provide information before the determined deadline to MO, 
the latter independently will determine information specified under paragraph (1) 
based on Alpha-Center data.  

(3) The Market Operator shall implement final physical settlement for each Qualified 
Enterprise until the tenth day of each calendar month following the month of the 
metering devices reading. 

(4) The Market Operator shall implement financial settlement on a monthly basis of 
each Qualified Enterprise, in accordance with the Balancing and Settlement 
Rules. 
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